. The geometry of crystals thus certainly influenced the Ausdehnungslehre. In this paper we see how Grassmann's work influenced Clifford's creation of geometric algebras, which in turn leads to a new geometric description of crystal symmetry suitable for modern computer algebra graphics.
representing general planes in three-dimensional (3D) Euclidean space (by their 3D normal vector and the directed distance from the origin). Each plane's vector geometrically represents a reflection at the plane, the geometric products of several plane vectors represents the combination of reflections at the respective planes. As expected three crystal specific 3D vectors are enough to construct all symmetry versors of any type of crystal. With the geometric algebra capable graphics software CLUCalc this concept can be implemented in every detail, such that the abstract beauty of the enormously rich symmetry of crystals can be fully visualized by state-of-the-art 3D computer graphics: The Space Group Visualizer (SGV), a tailor-made CLUCalc Script (Perwass & Hitzer, 2005; Hitzer & Perwass, 2009) . To be precise, the SGV is thus capable of showing every plane of reflection and glide-reflection symmetry, all axis of rotations, screw-rotations and rotoinversions, and every center of inversion. It further allows to dynamically visualize the action of any symmetry operation on a general element (representing atoms, molecules or ions). We thus have, 165 years after the Ausdehnungslehre of 1844, an explicit form of the beauty, which Grassmann may have had in mind, when he wrote eloquently: one of the most beautiful applications. Geometrically a diamond cell lattice (type: face centred cubic = fcc) is highly symmetric. That means there is an enormous variety of possible geometric transformations, that leave the lattice as a whole invariant, including all lengths and angles. These symmetry operations include single cell transformations that leave a cell vertex point invariant: planes of reflections (through the vertex), rotations (with axis trough the vertex, and inversions (x  x, centred at the vertex), and rotoinversions (inversions followed by a rotation). The 24 symmetry transformations of a diamond vertex point group create 24 symmetric copies of a general asymmetric element placed next to the invariant point, see Fig. 1 (left) , or enlarged in Fig. 1 (center) . In pure diamond one carbon atom is located at the centre of this cluster (plus one at 1/4 distance away along a cubic space diagonal). The inclusion of integer lattice translations (from fcc vertex to fcc vertex) can lead to new planes of reflection, see Fig. 1 (right) . The combination of a plane of reflection with a lattice translation not perpendicular to the plane leads to a combined glide reflection, see Fig. 2 (left) , where (red) vectors indicate the parallel glide motion. The perpendicular translation component displaces the reflection plane in normal direction, and the parallel translation component creates a glide motion parallel to the plane. Pairs of characteristic diamond glides are shown in Fig. 2 
(centre).
A sequence of two reflections at two planes results in a rotation, see Fig. 2 (right) . This rotation has the intersection line of the two planes as its axis and twice the (dihedral) angle between the two planes is the resulting rotation angle. All the rotation axis seen in Fig. 2 (right) are lines of intersection of reflection planes of Fig. 1 (right) . A lattice translation perpendicular to the rotation axis after a rotation, effectively creates another rotation also already contained in Fig. 2 (right) . But if we perform a translation not normal to the rotation axis, with a translation component parallel to the rotation axis, we get a new transformation, a so-called screw. So a screw is a rotation followed by a translation along the screw axis, resulting in a directed helical motion around the screw axis, see Fig. 3 (left) .
Combining an inversion with a subsequent lattice translation yields a new centre of inversion, see Fig. 3 (centre). The combination of an inversion with a rotation leads to a rotoinversion. Characteristic for the diamond lattice are the 90° rotoinversions depicted in Fig. 3 (right) . The total graphical depiction of these symmetries in Fig. 4 (left) gives an idea of the intricate complexity of the symmetries possessed by the diamond lattice. The ITA (Hahn, 2005) (Grassmann, 1878) .
